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ている．J. Jin ら，F. Amato and M. Mattei, R. Suzuki ら，T. Mita の研究では，条件(c1)
を必要としない未知入力オブザーバの設計法が検討されているが，この設計法は条件(c2)
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In this thesis, two methods have been proposed a design method of unknown input 
observer for non-minimum phase plants and a parameterization of all linear 
disturbance observers using the states and inputs of the system as variables for constant 
disturbances. The State observers are employed to estimate the unavailable state 
variable of the controlled plant. Several design methods require the access to the control 
input for estimating the state variable. However, in some cases such as estimation of an 
IC engine torque and velocity and angle of planar gantry crane, both the state variable 
and the control input are unavailable, state observers are required to estimate the state 
variables using only the measured output. Such a state observer is called the unknown 
input observer. Several papers have been published to design unknown input observers. 
According to those papers, the unknown input observer for the plant can be designed if 
and only if the following two conditions hold true: (c1) the number of outputs should be 
greater than or equal to that of inputs and (c2) the plant has no invariant zero in the 
closed right half plane. Since the conditions (c1) and (c2) are rather restrictive, some 
authors have considered designing unknown input observers by relaxing the conditions 
(c1) and (c2).  J. Jin et al., F.Amato and M. Mattei, R. Suzuki et al., and T. Mita 
considered the problem of designing unknown input observers without requiring the 
first condition (c1). Unfortunately, those design methods cannot be applied if the second 
condition (c2) fails. In contrast, H. Hikita, and K. Fuwa tackled approximately lifting 
both of the first and second conditions (c1)-(c2) via the minimal polynomial bases 
approach and eigenstructure assignment approach, respectively. Those approaches are 
highly algebraic and it is difficult to intuitively tune the input-output characteristics of 
the resulting control systems. A. Termehchy and A. Afshar proposes to augment the 
controlled plant with a low-pass filter so that the augmented plant satisfies the 
conditions (c1)-(c2). The design method in A.Termehchy et al. requires to increase the 
number of sensors for measuring the overall output of the augmented plant, and hence 
from a cost-aware point of view it is not readily employed when the original plant is 
given. 
On the other hand, the observer is also used to cancel disturbances or make a closed-
loop system robustly stable. The observer to cancel disturbances is called the 
disturbance observer. There are several research about the design method of the 
disturbance observer. If the parameterization of all disturbance observers for any 
disturbance could be obtained, this research could be expressed in a uniform manner as 
previous studies of disturbance observers. However, there is no parameterization of all 
disturbance observers for any disturbance. 
In this thesis, chapter I, it is presented the description about a design method of an 
unknown input observer for non-minimum phase plants and a parameterization of all 
linear disturbance observer using the states and inputs of the system as variables for 
constant disturbances. The reason is how important to measure a state variable of a 
plant in the control system design, 
 In chapter 2, it is proposed that alternative design methods of unknown input 
observers for non-minimum phase plants that are handily applicable when the intended 
bandwidth of the control system is specified. The proposed design methods do not 
require neither the conditions (c1)-(c2) nor plant augmentation. If one can design a state 
observer discarding the high-frequency-range signal components of the control input, 
then the resulting state observer works as an unknown input observer. Furthermore, as 
a complement to the proposed design methods, it is cleared to describe that the resulting 
unknown input observers can be employed for constructing output feedback control 
systems if it is combined with the H1 state feedback control. 
In chapter 3, the method for the parameterization of linear disturbance observers for 
constant disturbances has been proposed by using the states and inputs of the system 
as variables. The parameterization for constant disturbances was obtained.  
In chapter 4 shows the summarization of the performance of each method presented 
with the expected future studies. 
  
